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Resident Evil turns 20 this week, and what an illustrious career the franchise has had. From the terrible voice acting but suspenseful gameplay of
the original Resident Evil to the fast-paced action-horror hybrid of its latest installments, it is certainly one of the most iconic franchises in video
game history. While the franchise has had its good fair share of stumbles – and trust me when I say they will not go unnoticed – the series has
ultimately had more good moments than bad. Listed below are the top five best moments in the Resident Evil series.
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5: The Regenerator – Resident Evil 4
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Let’s start this list off with what is arguably the best game in the franchise: Resident Evil 4. This game was the first on in the series that I played,
and I am yet to find a Resident Evil title since then that has matched just how awesome this game was. It was a reinvention of the franchise:
coming out of the gate seemingly unlike any of the games before it. Leon Kennedy is tasked to rescue the President’s daughter? Some parasite
called the Las Plagas? Did I insert the right game disc? What followed was a fantastic Resident Evil game that got well deserved, albeit buggy,
remakes. There a lot of moments to choose from this entire masterpiece of a game, including the Jaws-esque encounter at the lake and the knife
fight with Krauser, but the encounter with the Regenerator near the end of the game deserves a special mention, and the first spot on this list.

As you roll through Chapter 5-1, you encounter a body on an autopsy table. Cool, you think. Slightly disconcerting, but very clearly dead. You
scoot on past it, grab the Freezer Card Key, head on your merry way. You hear glass smashing. Oh dear, you think, the body isn’t actually dead.
That’s fine, you continue to think, I’ve dealt with zombies before. After shooting this new enemy with everything in your arsenal, it still isn’t going
down. SWEET BABY JESUS LEG IT, you think, ducking into the next area as quickly as you can, tail between your legs. It is a brief moment in the
game that rattles the player’s sense of superiority. You can deal with every problem in the game by putting enough ammunition into it, but the
Regenerator re-instils the fear back into the game, and is one of the game’s final tricks. The subtle way it pulls it off makes it one of the most
underrated, and one of the best, moments in the entire franchise.

4: The Trials of Tofu – Resident Evil 2
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Resident Evil 2 ramped up the action from the original Resident Evil, becoming less of a horror title and more of an action game – a decision that
would dictate its later iterations, for good or for ill. While the franchise tries to play its serious face with gratuitous set pieces, government
conspiracies and gritty revelations galore, the series was never afraid to be a bit on the weird side. It could be the Film D from the same game,
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forcing you to search the same drawer fifty times for an image of Rebecca Chambers in a skimpy sports outfit. It could be the hat flips when
Leon uses the Chicago Typewriter from Resident Evil 4, or the subliminal messages forcing dog owners to pick up their dog’s excrement in
Resident Evil 3: Nemesis. Arguably, the funniest and most difficult of all of these quirky moments was the Tofu Survivor mode from Resident Evil 2.

Did anyone think that the result of Capcom’s collision testing efforts would culminate in the hardest challenge the game had to offer? Armed
with a handful of herbs, a knife and Japanese expletives, a white rectangle must navigate the sewers of Raccoon City in order to escape to safety.
Such was the random nature of the mini-game that the game referenced it again in the oddest of places. If one plays the secret mode of Resident
Evil: The Darkside Chronicles, using Claire Redfield armed only with a handgun, the zombies will be replaced by the same faceless white blocks.
There was even talk of a Tofu character in Marvel vs Capcom 3. Such is the legacy of the humble cuboid that he/she/it must make a spot on this
list.

3: The Entire Character Of The Nemesis – Resident Evil 3: Nemesis
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If your name is in the title of the game, you have to have a damn good reason to be there, and Nemesis backs it up by being the toughest S.O.B.
in the entire franchise. Yes, I include both Saddler in Resident Evil 4, and the knock-off Ustanak from Resident Evil 6, though admittedly the latter
did have a much more impressive final encounter. It would be easy for me to pick individual moments from this menace’s history: could it be his
brutal slaying of Brad Vickers in his first appearance, or his destruction of the helicopter of your salvation, or even his final moments where it
takes a railgun and an entire clip of magnum ammo to finally, maybe, hopefully, put him away for good? I am going to cheat and say all of the
above, because the Nemesis is the greatest enemy that Resident Evil has ever produced. Period.

The basis of any horror game is the control that the player character has over the situation: that is why so many survival horror games limit your
options. Sometimes it will take away your weapons and leave you with no defenses, like in Amnesia, or you could have to hunt for your own
defenses and be dependent on what you can find, such as in Silent Hill. Resident Evil 3: Nemesis took a different approach, presenting the player
with a beast so indestructible that regular, conventional methods of zombie killing would not work. The Nemesis is a force of nature, tracking
down S.T.A.R.S. members and killing them with efficiency and ease for their part in knowing Umbrella’s secrets. It is clear very early in the game
that your best efforts and vast arsenal could never take him down, and the threat that he poses is ever present in the game. The ominous,
lingering fear that Nemesis could be right around the corner cements his place in the Resident Evil canon, and he has not been outdone in his
presentation or persistence to take you down.

2: The Village People Attack – Resident Evil 4
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Alright, you got me. I honestly tried to give equal love to every game, but I love Resident Evil 4 too much to give it only one mention on the list.
This one, however, goes to the introductory sequences of each of the games. The introduction to every Resident Evil game has always been tense,
thrilling, and clues you in on precisely what you are in store for as the game progresses. It began with Resident Evil‘s entrance into the haunted
mansion, splitting up to search for clues. Factor in Leon and Claire’s first day in Raccoon City and Jill Valentine’s escape from the same city would
follow in the two subsequent games. While it was paid due homage in Resident Evil 5‘s favella sequence in the second half of Chapter 1-1, can
anyone really turn down the opening brawl in Resident Evil 4 as one of the best moments in the entire franchise?

You start the sequence by seeing the two men that brought you here impaled on a pyre. So far, so good. Deciding to investigate further will lead
to a villager noticing your presence. The alarm goes up. The town wants your head. What follows is a tense five minutes of fleeing from a lynch
mob, using everything in your disposal to escape: higher ground, explosives, the small amount of ammo in your pistol. It lasts just long enough
for the panic to set in. “Am I supposed to win this sequence?”, one thinks, holing up in a shack and praying for some sort of solution. Suddenly,
the church bell tolls. The attack stops. Everyone in the village moves to the sound disappears as quickly as they unsheathed their proverbial
pitchforks. “Where’s everybody going?”, Leon asks. It is one of a long list of questions posed in the introductory sequence for the village, and one
of the single best moments in the franchise.

1: The First Zombie Encounter – Resident Evil
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For the best individual moment, however, we must go to the genesis of the franchise. With every successful franchise, there is a moment that
makes the game transcend from being merely a good game to something fantastic to be expanded upon. That could well be many of its story
related moments, such as Wesker’s reveal as the mastermind double agent of Umbrella Corp, or the efforts to save your team-mate, or a set
piece in the story, such as the dog attack or the descending spike ceiling. But, as many others before me, I have to concede that the defining
moment of the game was the initial reveal of Resident Evil‘s first zombie.

It is a tense enough situation already. The Alpha team is trapped in an unknown mansion, one of your squad mates has already not made it, and
then suddenly, a gun shot rings out. The player moves to investigate. And then the cut scene hits. You know what it is before the moment
happens, but if you don’t, it is doubly terrifying. The crunching of teeth on flesh. The convulsions of the body beneath. The rolling head away
from the corpse. And then, as a final reveal, the culprit turns to stare at you with cracked gray skin and cold dead eyes. What sets the tone of the
series is this moment of revelation, that your adversary is the zombie, or in future cases, the result of what the T-Virus (or Las Plagas, depending)
does to the deceased. It is a perfectly choreographed moment, and while Resident Evil as a franchise has leaned away from subtlety in its recent
entries, the impact of this scene will be remembered as the birthing moment of the survival horror genre, and certainly as the greatest moment
of the Resident Evil franchise.

***

I mentioned at the beginning that the worst moments would not go unnoticed. Tune in tomorrow as I list the five worst moments in the Resident
Evil franchise. There’s a lot of them – is yours going to be there? Stay tuned. 
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